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Abstract: Disaster management has begun to examine the unique role of the private sector in disaster relief. The hotel and lodging industry is an especially critical infrastructure for community disaster relief and resilience, providing many lifeline services in addition to core skills and competencies contributing to the community’s social and human capital. Social and human capital empower the community to better cope with disturbance, and companies’ efforts to build social and human capital are often tied to their corporate social responsibility (CSR) management systems. A framework was developed to evaluate the management system maturity of the hotel and lodging industry’s CSR management for disaster relief and resilience. An analysis of three hotel and lodging corporations was performed to understand the current state of the industry. While many hotel properties are engaging in CSR activities during disaster relief, the analysis revealed that corporate management systems have room for maturation and growth to support the resilience of their community.
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1. Introduction

Natural disasters are becoming increasingly frequent and severe, posing a major threat to the human population [1,2]. The total cost of disasters from 1980 to 2017 has exceeded $1.5 trillion [3]. In 2017 alone, the United States had 16 weather and climactic disaster events that resulted in at least $1 billion in losses, amounting to over $300 billion in losses [3].

Communities have started to focus on fostering resilience to prepare for responding and recovering from disasters. There are many accepted definitions for resilience. The Community and Regional Resilience Institute (CARRI) defines resilience as, “to anticipate risk, limit impact, and bounce back, [using] survival, adaptability, evolution, and growth in the face of turbulent change” [4]. The Rockefeller Foundation, as the founder of 100 Resilient Cities, provides another definition of resilience in urban areas: “the capacity of individuals, communities, institutions, businesses, and systems within a city to survive, adapt, and grow no matter what kinds of chronic stresses and acute shocks they experience” [5]. Similarly, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines resilience as “adaptive capacity of an organization [or community] in a complex and changing environment” [6]. All three definitions capture the concept that resilience means that the community must have the capacity to not only survive and cope with disasters, but also to adapt and continue to thrive.
In order to create this capacity, communities have started to focus on building community capital, particularly social and human capital, which empower the community to better respond and recover from disasters. Social capital can be summarized as, “the set of relationships that have developed around shared values, norms, and trust” [7]. Human capital is comprised of education and skills, as well as a “level of personal spirituality or religious affiliation . . . basic moral character, emotional stability, and physical health” [7]. A focus on building social and human capital proactively addresses root causes of vulnerability and develops assets that can be leveraged when crises arise [8].

Conventional activities have focused on controlling climate impacts through engineering; however, these controls can be overpowered, and the consequences of failed controls may be costly. Thus, it is important to supplement these controls by enhancing social and human capital. These forms of capital improve the community’s education and awareness and strengthen social networks, contributing to community competence and cohesion, which are vital to community resilience.

The role of the private sector in community disaster relief and resilience is expanding, transitioning from traditional philanthropic financial contributions to innovative applications of business’ core skills and competencies to improve disaster response and recovery (DRR) operations and community resilience [9,10]. The hotel and lodging industry will be especially crucial in community response and recovery, as many of these properties are located in coastal regions that are disaster-prone, are a crucial component of tourist destinations’ economies, and often act as hubs for resilience during disasters [11–13].

Many companies contribute to disaster relief as part of their corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs [14]. CSR is most frequently defined as [15] “a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” [16]. CSR is based on the premise that businesses have responsibilities to the community as corporate citizens, which include generating profits, complying with laws and regulations, conducting business in an ethical manner, and giving back to the community through philanthropy [17]. Over time, small bouts of philanthropy have grown into longer-term initiatives that are aimed at addressing societal needs and challenges [18,19].

Businesses have assisted in disaster relief as part of their CSR programs for many years, consisting primarily of financial contributions. Companies would provide cash donations and hold fundraisers to assist humanitarian relief organizations. While these traditional types of contributions are encouraged, the expectation of businesses’ contributions is growing, and businesses are being encouraged to engage in disaster relief in new, innovative ways [9,10,20,21].

The private sector has the ability to leverage core skills and competencies in unique ways to provide disaster relief to affected communities. In a survey conducted by Business in the Community (BITC), 25% of businesses reported that they have provided non-financial disaster relief contributions, such as deploying trained employees to support DRR operations, assisting with solving logistical problems for DRR operations, and volunteering to support rebuilding homes and critical infrastructures [9]. Businesses are finding innovative ways to assist in disaster relief throughout the process—preparedness through recovery—both in their operations and in the community.

CSR management is shifting focus from merely mitigating negative impacts to shared value creation through the co-creation of social value through business activities that address societal needs and challenges. Companies may empower the community to address these challenges through contributions to social and human capital. For example, Marriott has set a goal for 25% of all reported volunteer hours to be skill-based, leveraging the hotel employees’ core skills and competencies to support community service projects and disaster relief [22]. Another example is Hilton’s 2030 goal to double its investment in social impact and reduce its environmental footprint by half through responsible hospitality practices [23].

Many companies publish CSR reports that summarize activities and provide performance measures and outcomes for the various dimensions of their CSR programs. Contributions to disaster relief and resilience are primarily reported in terms of financial contributions. However, these reports
often fail to account for the social value creation resulting from their contributions, and do not provide comprehensive information about non-financial contributions, i.e., contributions addressing societal needs and challenges.

Identifying the value created through financial and non-financial contributions can be challenging, as social and human capital are not a tangible object or system that is easily quantified [19]. Social and human capital contribute social value, which extends beyond their economic value and must be evaluated in order to understand their true value of CSR contributions to disaster relief and resilience.

Some sectors, such as professional services, media and technology, construction and materials, healthcare and pharma, and transportation and logistics, have begun to conduct case studies that examine non-financial contributions [21]. However, these case studies do not comprehensively examine contributions across a given sector. Additionally, the private sector’s contributions are primarily captured in non-academic press, such as company and foundation reports and newspaper articles.

Understanding the value of these contributions is an essential step for understanding the critical contributions of the hotel and lodging industry to community disaster relief and resilience. Disaster management resources may be limited relative to the events and needs, and community resilience hubs must be prioritized. During a disaster, the hotel and lodging industry becomes critical infrastructure that provides shelter and nearly all lifeline services to community members and disaster response and recovery (DRR) workers. Additionally, the industry applies “soft skills” to comfort community members, coordinate relocation during evacuation, and supports the reconnection of family and friends [24]. This is a further manifestation of the role that the industry plays pre-disaster to proactively build social and human capital, contributing to education and job opportunities and engaging in activities addressing societal needs and challenges.

This paper develops and pilots a methodology to assess the maturity of the disaster relief and resilience dimension of CSR management systems in the hotel and lodging industry, specifically focusing on contributions to social and human capital. A five-level indicator framework was created to assess CSR management system maturity, and metric sets were developed for application of the framework specifically to the hotel and lodging industry. The metric sets include measures that assess the management system’s ability to drive continuous improvement, including performance metrics to assess the social value creation of CSR contributions. These metrics can be applied in two ways: (1) hotel and lodging corporations can use them to structure their CSR management systems and assess the social value of their contributions, and (2) an analysis can be performed to assess the maturity of hotel and lodging corporations’ CSR management systems. To demonstrate how metrics can be applied to maturity assessment, the metric sets were used to analyze the maturity of the three largest hotel corporations’ CSR management systems for disaster relief and resilience, providing insight into the current state of CSR management across the hotel and lodging industry.

2. Materials and Methods

The methodology for this paper consists of four parts. First, the definition of social value and current methodologies for social value are explored to scope the framework. Second, a literature review was performed to develop an indicator framework to summarize the private sector’s CSR contributions to disaster relief and resilience. Metric sets were then developed for structuring and evaluating the performance of hotel and lodging corporations’ CSR management for disaster relief and resilience. Finally, three hotel and lodging corporations are analyzed using the industry-specific framework in order to provide insight into the maturity of the hotel and lodging industry.

In a socially driven methodology, there is often a problem with scoping the analysis. Thus, there was a need in this paper for an extensive review of background and methodology. The paper limited the scope to those social operational constructs that were indicative of the hotel and lodging industry. In this case, we began our efforts by analyzing the three largest hotel and lodging corporations.
2.1. Defining and Measuring Social Value

As business’ CSR management systems mature, the literature shows that businesses expand performance evaluation beyond their operations to encompass the performance of the integrated community–organizational system [25]. For example, as in other business sectors, if a hotel business worked to improve their CSR performance during normal operations, the hotel business would first work to improve their performance at the property level, focusing on the improvement of their social and environmental impact within their premises. This may include initiatives for energy and water efficiency, green cleaning programs, employee wellness programs, and employee career development programs. Next, the hotel may expand its focus to procurement, such as increasing spend locally and purchasing products with sustainability certifications. Finally, the hotel business would align and integrate its management with community sustainable development efforts, collaborating on initiatives and working to address community social and environmental issues that also benefit the business [25,26].

Many companies’ CSR programs have also shifted their focus to shared value creation: the co-creation of social and economic value through business activities. Socially valuable activities can be defined as activities that address societal needs and challenges, such as improving food security and nutrition, education, and public health and safety [27,28]. Many of these activities include contributions to social and human capital.

In the context of disaster relief and resilience, social value would be co-created when activities aiding in hotel disaster management also contribute to community recovery and resilience or address other societal needs and challenges. Other socially valuable activities may focus on building community capital, particularly social and human capital, to proactively improve community and organizational disaster resilience.

Identifying and quantifying the social value of CSR activities is challenging, as the impacts are often not tangible [19]. Currently, a comprehensive framework of metrics for evaluating the economic and social impact of the hotel sector activities does not exist. However, some general methodologies have been developed for quantifying impacts of CSR activities that can be applied to assess the social value of the hotel and lodging industry’s CSR activities supporting disaster relief and resilience.

One proposed method for measuring the social value of activities is Social Return on Investment (SROI). SROI essentially uses a lifecycle assessment to quantify the project costs and revenue produced, and assign a monetary value to both the positive and negative social impacts. SROI is calculated by adding the revenue produced and monetary value of positive social impacts, and then subtracting the project costs and monetary value of negative social impacts [29].

The World Bank developed another method for quantifying social value creation as part of its Social Capital Initiative that looks at non-financial indicators. Due to the difficulty in measuring social capital, proxy indicators can be developed to measure the benefits from social value creation [19,30]. Indicators are specific to each locality and sector, and therefore are developed on a case-by-case basis to align with each activity [19].

The World Council for Sustainable Development developed a third method for quantifying social value creation that is a combination of the previous two methods. The direct and indirect impacts of each business activity are identified, the economic value of the activity is measured, and additional proxy indicators are developed to measure direct and indirect impacts [31]. For example, if roads and bridges are constructed, there are a number of impacts, such as increased migration and traffic congestion. The new transportation infrastructure may increase the ease of migration and reduce traffic congestion, which are outcomes that the community may find socially valuable. Proxy measures can be developed to assess these social impacts resulting from the project, and the economic value of financial contributions can be measured. Social and economic metrics can be examined in tandem to evaluate the project’s performance [31].

The indicator framework developed by this paper uses the World Council for Sustainable Development method, combining economic metrics and other proxy measures for social impacts
to assess projects. This method can then be used to plug into a SROI calculation. The economic value of social impacts can be calculated using the proxy measures. This approach was favored since the SROI method may not be practical for companies with limited resources and immature management systems that are unable support comprehensive data collection. Thus, the SROI method may be better explored after CSR management systems become more mature [32]. Since the hotel and lodging sector is inherently a service and experience business, any index framework that is developed for measurement will then have a large reliance on social impact contributions and indicators.

2.2. Developing a Framework to Assess the Disaster Relief and Resilience Dimension of CSR Management

A literature review was performed to summarize the disaster relief and resilience CSR activities and metrics of the hotel and lodging industry, as well as corporate leaders in other industries. The literature review included academic journals, corporate reports and media, and other non-academic press. Sources from other non-academic press were gathered from hotel foundation and association websites and hotel news sources.

Google Scholar was used to search for journal articles. Books were excluded, and the search was sorted by relevance. The literature review examined the 15 most relevant journal articles for the hotel and lodging industry’s CSR contributions to disaster relief and resilience, as well as the 15 most relevant journal articles for the private sector’s CSR contributions to disaster relief and resilience. Corporate reports and media were pulled from corporate websites for the major international hotel and lodging companies from the past two years, including but not limited to the three corporations examined in the analysis. Additionally, reports summarizing the private sector’s contributions to disaster relief and resilience were examined to supplement hotel and lodging industry reports and media. Hotel and lodging industry non-academic press websites were found using a web search by relevance. Since there were a limited number of articles that appeared on these websites, any relevant articles were included.

CSR activities and metrics for disaster relief and resilience were categorized by types of contributions based on categories developed by the Business in the Community (BITC) [9,10] and the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) [20,21]: financial contributions to DRR, the donation of commercial products and services to DRR, the deployment of employees for DRR, and community capital building for disaster resilience.

Partnerships and relationships are generally considered a type of social capital that would be nested under community capital building; however, this was separated and incorporated into another category: integrated, resilient, and sustainable systems. Activities and metrics were designated as part of integrated, resilient, and sustainable systems, since they are either initiatives that have co-ownership by the company and community, or metrics that evaluate how the business is actually impacting the community. This is the next step beyond conventional activities and metrics for community capital building, and thus, there was an additional category created.

Each category was divided into key themes. Themes were further refined and supplemented through analysis of the literature. Figure 1 shows a summary of the frequency of themes for socially valuable activities and metrics related to disaster relief and resilience that were found in the literature review.

The literature review pulled a total of 162 activities and metrics from 60 sources; 7% were academic journals, 52% were corporate reports and media, and 41% were other non-academic press [9,10,14,20–22,33–83]. From these sources, the types of CSR activities and metrics reported by the hotel and lodging industry were identified and sub-divided into themes.

As for the frequency of activities and metrics, 24% were financial contributions to DRR, 19% were donated commercial products and services for DRR, 8% involved the deployment of employees for DRR, 33% were contributions to community capital for disaster resilience, and 17% were contributions to integrated, resilient, and sustainable systems.
Figure 1. Frequency of socially valuable activities supporting disaster relief and resilience.

From this literature review and existing methodologies for social value assessment, a five-level indicator framework was developed based on the Lowell Sustainable Production System framework developed by Velva and Ellenbecker [25]. Sustainability and resilience share many parallels and are often interdependent, allowing for the Lowell Sustainable Production System framework to be adapted for use in assessing resilience. Figure 2 shows the five-level indicator framework for assessing the private sector’s CSR contributions to disaster relief and resilience.

Level one includes financial contributions for disaster relief. Level two consists of commercial products and services donated by the company for disaster relief. Level three is the deployment of employees (paid or volunteer) to assist in disaster relief, including both skilled and unskilled activities supporting humanitarian assistance and DRR operations. For the purposes of this paper, skilled deployment includes activities that leverage core skills and competencies of hospitality workers to contribute to disaster relief.

Level four includes activities that have been undertaken to proactively build the community’s capacity, typically occurring as part of disaster preparedness. This level encompasses activities and metrics that proactively contribute to building the community’s assets, i.e., community capital, thereby improving the community’s adaptive capacity. For example, a company could establish a scholarship to support hospitality and tourism students, start programs to promote employee career development, or deploy employees to assist with protecting and preserving tourism assets, such as cleaning and maintaining a park that is a popular tourist attraction.

Level five includes integrated, resilient, and sustainable systems resulting from hotel disaster relief and resilience CSR activities. Integrated systems are the combined community–organizational management systems. These systems occur when the community and organizations collaborate on the planning and implementation of disaster relief and resilience efforts. Additionally, organizations form part of an integrated system that would measure their social impact on the community and evaluate the connection between organizational activities and community well-being.
Figure 2. Five-level indicator framework to assess the disaster relief and resilience dimension of corporate social responsibility (CSR) management systems.

Tiered indicator frameworks can be used to quantify the overall resilience of the community or critical infrastructure by aligning metrics with each level [26,84–86]. To adapt the indicator framework for use by the hotel and lodging industry, metrics were developed to align with the industry’s activities based on the literature review, including activities reported at the property level and the corporate level.

Management systems drive continuous improvement through application of the Plan–Do–Check–Act (PDCA) process. Metrics allow the framework to be applied, while management system design and implementation drive the continuous improvement of the management system [26,84]. As the organization works to measure higher-level metrics, more initiatives and processes must be implemented to support performance evaluation, which ideally results in the improved performance of the collective system [84,87].

Metrics can act as proxies for management system maturity. Lagging metrics indicate that the company is working to minimize the negative impacts of its operations, and leading metrics indicate that the company is taking proactive action to address risks—in many cases beyond operational boundaries—and improve its management system.

Two sets of metrics were developed to create a framework specifically for assessing the disaster relief and resilience dimension of the hotel and lodging industry’s CSR management systems. The first set of metrics can be used to analyze corporate vision/policy statements and goals, providing insight into the planning portion of the PDCA process. The second set of metrics includes the performance measures that are tracked and reported by the organization, providing insight into the Do–Check–Act portions of the PDCA process. If a corporation is reporting the metrics, then implementation (Do) and performance evaluation (Check) have occurred, and when metrics examine changes in performance over time, it is likely that evaluation has led to the company making changes to the management system to improve performance (Act).

Figure 3 demonstrates a metric set for analyzing the corporate vision/policy statements and goals of the hotel and lodging industry. Key themes that were found in the literature review were used as leading metrics to analyze vision/policy statements and goals. Some themes were grouped together, as vision/policy statements and goals may not be specific to types of activities. For example, a company may set a goal to increase the amount of in-kind donations, but the company may not specify the types of in-kind contributions. An analysis of vision/policy statements and goals provides
insight into the level of top management commitment and aspirations for the corporation in its disaster relief efforts and contributions to resilience through building community social and human capital.

Figure 3. Tiered indicator framework to evaluate the disaster relief and resilience dimension of CSR vision/policy statements and goals.

Figure 4 shows a second metric set to assess the management system maturity for performance evaluation through the examination of metrics tracked by companies. These metrics summarize the specific activities and metrics reported by hotel and lodging companies. For activities that are not aligned with metrics in the literature, metrics were developed to evaluate performance in terms of the social and economic value created by the activity, similarly to the World Council for Sustainable Development method for assessing social value.

Figure 4. Tiered indicator framework to examine maturity of performance evaluation of hotel corporations’ CSR contributions to disaster relief and resilience.

2.3. Analysis of Corporate Hotel Management Systems

Three hotel and lodging corporation cases were analyzed using the two metric sets: Marriott International (Marriott), Hilton Inc. (Hilton), and the InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG). These cases
were selected to represent the hotel and lodging industry, as they are the largest corporations internationally by number of properties and rooms according to 2016 data [88].

An analysis was performed to evaluate the maturity of the disaster relief and resilience dimension of the CSR management systems. The analysis was divided into two parts. The first part examines the CSR vision/policy statements and goals published by the companies using the first metric set. The second part used the performance evaluation framework to assess the activities and metrics reported by corporations in CSR reports and news articles using the second metric set.

This analysis provides an understanding of whether the management system is immature, merely contributing the bare minimum to disaster relief, or if the management system is more mature, adopting an integrated approach toward fostering disaster resilience and sustainability.

Maturity was calculated using the method developed by Schneider et al. [85], which developed a quantitative method that aligns metrics with the tiered indicator framework concept developed by Velva and Ellenbecker [25] to calculate management system maturity. Three equations developed by Schneider et al. [85] were adapted for calculating the maturity of the hospitality and tourism management systems.

Each maturity level is given a weight of one, and each metric was weighted equally within a given level. Equation (1) was used to calculate the weight of each indicator in a given maturity level ($W_N$):

$$W_N = \frac{1}{\text{Number of Metrics}}$$

Next, Equation (2) was used to calculate the weighted average ($A$) of each maturity level. This is calculated by dividing the score of each metric ($M_N$) by $W_N$. Each metric received a score of 0, 0.5, or 1. A company received the full point value if it tracked the metric at the corporate level. Half of one point (0.5) was awarded if the company tracked the activity at the corporate level, or if the company reported the metric or activity at the subsidiary level or property level. Zero points were awarded if the metric or activity was not reported at any level. For indicators that specify one point for a metric and 0.5 points for a metric variation, the company receives 0.25 points for tracking the metric variation or activity at the subsidiary level or property level.

Metrics and activities at the subsidiary level and property level are generally not coordinated efforts, and are reported in more of an ad hoc fashion. Additionally, merely reporting activities does not adequately evaluate performance. Metrics are needed to evaluate whether the activities are accomplishing the intended goals.

$$A_N = \frac{\text{Score of } M_1}{W_N} + \frac{\text{Score of } M_2}{W_N} + \ldots + \frac{\text{Score of } M_n}{W_N}$$

Finally, Equation (3) is used to calculate the maturity score for the management system ($S$). This is calculated by summing the weighted averages.

$$S = A_1 + A_2 + \ldots + A_N$$

The maturity scores resulting from the two metric sets can then be examined in tandem to evaluate the adequacy of management systems in driving continuous improvement, examining each step of the Plan–Do–Check–Act cycle. The first analysis examines the planning portion of the management system, and the second analysis examines the implementation and evaluation portion of the management system.

3. Results

3.1. Vision/Policy and Goal Analysis

Hotel and lodging corporations scored an average maturity score of 1.5 for the vision/policy statement and goal analysis. Table 1 shows the scoring for the analysis, and Figure 5 shows a
comparison of the overall maturity scores and average maturity score. The analysis revealed that the hotel and lodging corporations’ CSR programs are currently focusing primarily on contributions to community disaster preparedness through financial donations and volunteering. Contributions to disaster relief are currently focused primarily on financial donations.

Hotel and lodging companies have not yet taken a comprehensive look at how they can leverage core skills and competencies during disasters to contribute to community response and recovery. While companies may have tracked metrics related to leveraging core skills and competencies for disaster relief, there were not explicit vision/policy statements or goals indicating any intent to improve performance in this area.

Table 1. Scoring breakdown for the vision/policy statement and goal analysis. DRR: disaster response and recovery, IHG: InterContinental Hotels Group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Marriott</th>
<th>Hilton</th>
<th>IHG</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 1: Financial Contributions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial donations to DRR</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 2: Donated Commercial Products and Services</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-kind contributions to DRR</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 3: Deployed Employees for DRR</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteering for DRR—skilled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteering for DRR—unskilled</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 4: Building Adaptive Capacity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial donations</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteering for building community capital</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community member education and skill development</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee skill development</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level 5: Integrated, Resilient Systems</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Average</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maturity Score</strong></td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. Maturity scores from vision/policy and goal analysis of the hotel and lodging companies.

3.2. Metric Analysis

These companies have a stronger focus on CSR activities that proactively build community adaptive capacity, contributing to social and human capital in order to address societal needs and challenges. However, these companies do not express any intent in working toward the
integrated management of these issues, such as the measurement and evaluation of the impact resulting from business activities on the community and coordination of efforts with community disaster management.

Community and organizational resilience are interdependent; thus, destination resilience requires integrated management [89,90]. Companies may focus on contributing to community disaster preparedness, response, and recovery, but companies are not yet looking at the company and community as a collective system.

The average maturity score for the metric analysis of hotel and lodging cases was 1.4. Table 2 shows the scoring for the analysis, and Figure 6 shows a comparison of the overall maturity scores and average maturity score. Companies generally reported the monetary value financial and in-kind donations for disaster relief, as well as financial donations to projects building community capital for disaster preparedness.

However, companies were lacking metrics for the paid and volunteer deployment of employees for disaster relief. Additionally, companies did not report many proxy metrics reflecting the social impacts of their contributions. In order to understand the value of disaster preparedness, response, and recovery contributions to social and human capital, it is necessary to track proxy metrics capturing the degree that the companies impacted a societal need and challenge. This is a key step to achieving integrated, resilient, and sustainable systems.

Table 2. Scoring breakdown for the metric analysis. NGO: non-governmental organization, SROI: Social Return on Investment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 1: Financial Contributions</th>
<th>Marriott</th>
<th>Hilton</th>
<th>IHG</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$ donated to DRR through: cash donations, employee matching programs, fundraisers, and community grants</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of communities/people impacted by financial contributions</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of customer loyalty points donated</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of employees assisted through financial contributions</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of grants given out</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of fundraiser events held/# of people that attended fundraiser events</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted Average</strong></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 2: Donated Commercial Products and Services</th>
<th>Marriott</th>
<th>Hilton</th>
<th>IHG</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic value of commercial goods and services provided to guests for DRR (discounted room rates and free meals, electricity, water, Wi-Fi, etc.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of goods and services/# of people provided with goods and services for DRR (discounted room rates and free meals, electricity, water, Wi-Fi, etc.)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of employees assisted through donated products and services for DRR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of DRR workers accommodated</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of pets accommodated during/after disaster</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic value of refunds given to visitors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of visitors refunded/rescheduled rooms (1 pt); # of visitors refunded/rescheduled rooms (0.5 pt)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Weighted Average</strong></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level 3: Deployed Employees for DRR</th>
<th>Marriott</th>
<th>Hilton</th>
<th>IHG</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic value of donated employee time for DRR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of communities/people benefited by employee volunteering for DRR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of employees that volunteered (1 pt); # of employees that volunteered for DRR (0.5 pts)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of employee hours spent doing skilled and unskilled volunteering for DRR</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of employees trained for skill-based volunteering (1 pt); # of employees trained for skill-based volunteering (0.5 pts)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Discussion

Tourism destination economies are largely dependent on the success of the hospitality and tourism sector [24]. The hotel and lodging industry in particular are hubs for more than their own typical activities; these properties are also hubs for all of the community activities that promote the overall community’s recovery and resilience [13].

The literature review at the property level revealed that hotels are currently contributing to disaster preparedness, response, and recovery in a variety of ways, providing financial contributions, donating commercial products and services, deploying employees, and building community capital. These properties are hubs for community resilience, providing both lifeline services and leveraging their core skills and competencies to aid in disaster recovery [9,10,14,20–22,33–83].
Unlike other critical infrastructures, hotel and lodging properties provide all of the lifeline services with the exception of healthcare. In many cases, hotel and lodging properties often shelter healthcare workers, and may even establish a temporary healthcare center for employees. Hotel and lodging properties also in many cases provide these services to non-resident community members. The extent of hotel and lodging property capabilities is unique from other critical infrastructures, providing the industry with an opportunity to act as a leader in community disaster relief and resilience.

However, an examination of corporate-level management systems would suggest that hotels’ contributions lack integration and are still very immature overall. The link between CSR and disaster management is fairly new, which is likely why this area of CSR management remains a significant opportunity for growth. In order to strengthen the disaster resilience of the collective system, hotel and lodging companies must develop more mature management systems at the corporate level to better coordinate efforts, and account appropriately for their efforts.

While properties may have more actions at the local level, coordination and management requires strong direction at the corporate level. Further, if a corporate goal is published externally, there is increased pressure by external stakeholders for the company to achieve improvements in performance. Thus, these goals tend to be achieved more rapidly [91]. CSR goals also demonstrate top management commitment and set the precedent for properties to allocate resources to related activities, thereby driving improvement in performance at the property level [6,92].

The hotel and lodging industry may want to look to other sectors and related industries to identify additional ways that it can contribute to disaster relief and resilience. For example, Airbnb is not a luxury hotel, but it possesses similar capabilities to a hotel. Airbnb disaster initiatives are more grassroots, and in order for hotels to develop more locality-specific solutions, it may be helpful to look to the more grassroots initiatives to inform their initiatives. During Hurricane Harvey, Airbnb used its application to place affected community members in need of shelter with people willing to provide free accommodation [33].

Perhaps similar software could be developed for hotels to post available rooms and coordinate the placement of affected community members across their properties. Some hotels hold fundraisers where customers can donate loyalty points to provide rooms for people affected by disasters. The software could help place affected community members in these donated rooms. Also, the application could include information about disaster policies, such as properties that allow pets or discounted pet rates during disasters, to help improve speed and ease of placement.

Additionally, application of the metric sets to management system development and implementation will also be useful in improving hotel and lodging corporations’ CSR management for disaster relief and resilience. Using laddered metrics to evaluate performance is the first step toward improving the performance of the collective system, providing a baseline and a roadmap for companies to improve management system maturity [26,86]. The literature review suggests that it is likely that these companies’ properties are engaging in these activities, but the companies may not manage these activities at the corporate level or have effective systems in place for evaluating performance and driving continual improvement.

The quantitative measurement of social impacts is also essential for understanding the criticality of the hotel and lodging industry to disaster relief and resilience, which may be undervalued in destination disaster resilience. The hotel and lodging industry is unique from other types of critical infrastructures. Unlike most critical infrastructures, the hotel and lodging industry is a service industry, and their core skills and competencies are largely types of social and human capital. Thus, building human capital within operations through professional education and training is essential for operational resilience and enabling the hotel and lodging corporations to affect community resilience.

As companies begin to track more proxy metrics to evaluate the social impacts of their contributions, economic value can be assigned to the impacts. Determining the economic value of these contributions is useful for understanding the criticality of the hotel and lodging industry to
community disaster resilience. If hotels truly are hubs for community resilience, then the community should prioritize the DRR lifeline services in these locations to best aid community recovery.

Additionally, quantifying social impacts allows the industry to evaluate whether they should contribute more to community disaster resilience in the future [93]. Once economic value is assigned to the benefits of social and human capital creation, an SROI calculation can be performed. If the SROI is greater than one, then the company is contributing an amount to disaster resilience that provides more social benefit to the collective community–organizational system than it costs the organization.

Community and organizational resilience are interdependent, and, thus, contributions to community resilience also improve organizational resilience [89]. However, organizations must best allocate limited resources, so it is essential for organizations to maximize social value creation. The measurement of social value creation by contributions is needed not only to quantify the contributions of the industry and understand its criticality to destination resilience, but also to further the understanding of disaster recovery itself.

The resurgence of the hotel and lodging industry may also act as an indicator for broader community recovery [93]. Fundamentally, destination community resilience depends on the hotel and lodging industry’s engagement and resilience. The transition of hotel and lodging properties from acting as a transitional shelter for community members and responders to hosting vacationing visitors signals that permanent housing and infrastructure has been recovered at the community scale. Additionally, if hotels have begun to host visitors, then other hospitality and tourism industries will begin to have customers again, supporting the economic recovery of the community as a whole. Figure 7 demonstrates the overlap between the sustainable development and disaster management of the collective community–organizational system, showing how hotels contribute to destination disaster relief and resilience.
5. Conclusions

The hotel and lodging industry has contributed to disaster relief and resilience at the property level by leveraging their core skills and competencies. The three hotel and lodging companies examined received a 1.5 maturity score for the vision/policy statement and goal analysis, and a 1.4 maturity score for the metric analysis. These analyses revealed that corporate CSR reporting for disaster relief and resilience is currently primarily focused on making financial contributions to disaster relief. Companies have also begun proactively contributing to community capital, but there is a major gap in reporting of CSR activities, particularly after a crisis.

Corporate management systems are failing to account for the opportunity to apply core skills and competencies to support and enhance community disaster relief and resilience. It is likely that these companies’ properties are engaging in these activities at the property level, but corporate-level CSR management systems do not yet formally support, measure, and manage these activities, which limits the hotel sector and lodging sector’s potential contributions.

Top management commitment and vision is the first step in driving continuous improvement via a management system [94]. Until these companies drive the application of the hotel and lodging industry’s core skills and competencies, the industry may not reach its full potential to contribute to destination resilience and their overall business health in crisis times, as hotels and destination communities have linked goals.

Given that the hotel and lodging industry is a critical infrastructure that provides nearly all of the lifeline services during a disaster and possesses social and human capital that allows the industry to enhance community disaster recovery, it is essential to develop a method to value these contributions at the local and corporate levels. Measuring the industry’s contribution to disaster preparedness, response, and recovery can help understandings of the criticality of the industry. Additionally, these companies can begin to derive the economic value of the social impacts of their contributions to understand the social return on their investments in disaster relief. Future work should examine cases that apply SROI to assess disaster relief and resilience activities.
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